We use six years (2003)(2004)(2005)(2006)(2007)(2008) of OGLE-III microlensing observations to derive the survey detection efficiency for a range of planetary masses and projected distances from the host star. We perform an independent analysis of the microlensing light curves to extract the event parameters and compute the planet detection probability given the data. 2433 light curves satisfy our quality selection criteria and are retained for further processing. The aggregate of the detection probabilities over the range explored yields the expected number of microlensing planet detections. We employ a Galactic model to convert this distribution from dimensionless to physical units, α/AU and m ⊕ . The survey sensitivity to small planets is highest in the range 1-4AU, shifting to slightly larger separations for more massive ones.
INTRODUCTION
The prolific discoveries of planets orbiting distant stars over the past two decades have radically changed the way we understand planetary systems. Current planet formation models involve protoplanets forming in a material-rich accretion disk surrounding the host star. These protoplanets co-evolve with the disk and may undergo orbital decay due to torque asymmetries in the surrounding disk material (Cresswell & Nelson 2006; Ida & Lin 2008 ).
The majority of exoplanet discoveries have been announced by radial velocity and transit surveys 1 while thousands of new candidates were discovered by the Kepler mission (Borucki et al. 2011) . These surveys are most sensitive to systems with massive planets in short orbits (Hot Jupiters) and require long survey lifetimes to detect signals from longer period planets. However, significant progress has been made in recent years in discovering planets of a few M⊕ out to distnaces of ∼1 AU from their host stars (Petigura, Howard & Marcy 2013; Clanton & Gaudi 2014) . Other search methods, such as direct imaging and microlensing, are also finding planets in a complementary region of parameter space that is largely unexplored by transits and radial velocity. The sensitivity of microlensing extends to small colder planets which orbit their stars at distances of a few astronomical units (∼1-10 AU). The population of stars that the method explores are low-mass, typically M-dwarf, stars between the Solar system and the centre of the Galaxy. It can therefore be used as a tool to build a census of colder Galactic exoplanets.
The region of microlensing sensitivity corresponds to a cold zone in protoplanetary disks that is more conducive to planet formation and which conveniently overlaps with the cold outer edge of the Habitable Zone. Current theories predict that small planetary bodies, made up of rock and ice, should be quite common in that region (Ida & Lin 2004; Mordasini et al. 2009 ). As the expected orbital semi-major axis vs mass distribution of these planets depends on theoretical models of planetary formation and migration, microlensing discoveries play an important part in testing and refining these models. Ultimately, to gain an understanding of how planetary systems form and evolve, we need a sufficiently large sample of thousands of planet discoveries spanning the full range of parameter space from the very large to the very small and from the very close-in to more distant ones for a range of host star masses and metallicities. In this paper, we use the OGLE-III microlensing data from 2003 to 2008 to derive an estimate of the survey sensitivity to planetary companions to the lens star. Our method follows that of Tsapras et al. (2003) and Snodgrass, Horne & Tsapras (2004) . Throughout the paper we use the full notation for the OGLE events (e.g. OGLE-2004-BLG-490) but keep the abbreviated notation in figures and tables (e.g. OB04490) for convenience.
In Section 2 we discuss the microlensing method and provide a description of our fits to the OGLE light curves. The exploration of binary parameter space and derivation of detection probabilities are presented in Section 3. We conclude with a summary of this work in Section 4.
THE MICROLENSING METHOD

Microlensing by stars hosting planets
Planetary microlensing was first mentioned as a possibility by Mao & Paczyński (1991) . Gravitational microlensing occurs when a foreground star (lens) happens to pass very close to our line of sight to a more distant star (source). The foreground star acts as a gravitational lens, bending the light coming from the more distant star, generating multiple distorted images of the source around the lensing star. The number of images depends on the number of lensing masses involved. A single lens produces two images, a binary lens three or five, depending on the location of the source relative to the lens. If the lens and source are perfectly aligned, the images merge and form a bright ring around the lens which is commonly referred to as the Einstein ring.
The radius of the Einstein ring is given by
where M is the mass of the lens, c the speed of light, G the gravitational constant and D = (DLSDL)/DS, where DLS is the distance between the lens and the source, DS is the distance from the observer to the source and DL the distance from the observer to the lens. In microlensing, the distances between the images generated by the lensing effect are too small to be resolved individually with current technology. What is actually observed during these events is an increase in the brightness of the source star as the lens moves closer to it, followed by a gradual dimming back to its normal brightness as the lens moves away. If the lensing star happens to host a planet, it may also act as a lens and further perturb the light coming from the source star. This results in short-lived anomalous features on the event light curve that reveal the presence of the planet. These anomalies typically last for a few days in the case of a Jupiter-mass planet down to a few hours for an Earth-mass planet.
Microlensing of stars by stars is a very rare phenomenon with only one in a million stars in the Galaxy being microlensed at any one time. However, two dedicated survey teams, OGLE 2 and MOA 3 , using 1m-class telescopes equipped with wide-field cameras, announce over 2000 online alerts of ongoing microlensing events every year (Udalski et al. 1994; Sumi et al. 2003) .
A small subset of these events are selected for monitoring by follow-up teams (RoboNet 4 , PLANET 5 , MiNDSTeP 6 , µFUN 7 ) to look for planetary deviations. Anomalies are generally recognized in real time and secondary alerts are issued (Ryu et al. 2010) to trigger higher cadence observations that can confirm or disprove the planetary nature of the event. All teams pool their resources and observe the anomalous features from multiple telescopes in order to fully characterize the potential planet.
Since deviations produced by small Earth-mass planets only last for a few hours, it is crucial to respond promptly to these alerts and have many telescopes observe them from different longitudes. Overlapping observations from different sites are desirable as they facilitate easier inter-calibration between the datasets and independently confirm the anomalous nature of the signal.
Microlensing planet detections
Although there have been dozens of candidate planetary events detected by microlensing (Dominik 2010) , to date, only thirty-five microlensing planet discoveries have been published 8 , two of which are multiple-planet systems. Characterization of these microlensing events entailed an extensive exploration of the parameter space where the viability of alternative models was assessed and where the planetary interpretation emerged as the only viable solution. Of these planets, some have masses between Jupiter and Saturn, a few have masses comparable to that of Neptune and three have masses that lie between 1.5 and 6 Earth masses.
For microlensing follow-up observing campaigns there are two main channels to planet discovery: a) concentrate on the rare high-magnification events exclusively where the probability of detecting giant planets approaches 100% (Griest & Safizadeh 1998), or b) maximize the chances of smallplanet detection by adopting an observing plan that distributes the observations over a small number of highinterest events (Horne, Snodgrass & Tsapras 2009 ).
Because in the high-magnification regime the planetary signature, associated with the central caustic, scales with the planet/star mass ratio q, high-magnification events are less sensitive to small planets; hence detections are biased towards more massive, Neptune and Jupiter-like planets. In the lower magnification regime, where the planetary caustic is responsible for the perturbations, the planet signatures scale more weakly, as √ q, so high-cadence sampling on the wings of the light curve favours detection of smaller planets, down to just below the mass of the Earth.
Estimating the planet abundance
In order to draw conclusions about planetary populations, it is not enough to just detect planets, it is also necessary to understand the selection bias of the surveys. This calls for the adoption of a fully deterministic observing strategy. This requirement can be satisfied either by a combination of survey and follow-up observations that make use of a fully robotic system controlled by deterministic algorithms which prioritize and select the target events automatically, such as the approach being developed by RoboNet Horne, Snodgrass & Tsapras 2009 ), or by performing sequential observations of Galactic bulge fields, monitoring millions of stars in survey mode with a cadence of 15-20 minutes using wide-field cameras from multiple sites, which is the approach followed by the newly commissioned KMTNet project Park (2012) . However, it is possible to start addressing this question using the existing pure survey data by OGLE or MOA, even though there are longitudinal gaps in the sampling since single sites are used for the observations. Gould et al. (2010) published an estimate of the giant planet frequency beyond the "snow line" using a selected sample of 13 very high magnification events in which they detect evidence of 6 planets. Even though the observations were not performed in a controlled fashion, the sample of events used in that analysis satisfied all the strict selection criteria and have such dense coverage that it can essentially be treated as a controlled experiment. Under the assumption that all planetary systems are Solar System "analogs", they arrive at a first estimate of the frequency of solar-like systems of 16.7%. Their sample included only M dwarf lenses with typical masses ∼0.5M .
In an independent analysis of 12 years of radial-velocity data for a sub-sample of 123 G and K stars, Wittenmyer at al. (2011) looked for evidence of long period gas-giant planets at orbital distances of 3-6AU. After accounting for the efficiency of their survey and making the assumption of circular orbits, they concluded that no less than 3.3% and no more than 37% of stars in their sample host gas giant planets between 3 and 6AU.
The Kepler team announced 1235 planetary candidates (Borucki et al. 2011 ) after analyzing four months of observations and releasing the data on 155453 stars. Of these candidates, 74% are smaller than Neptune and 54 were found in the temperature ranges corresponding to the habitable zone of their host stars. After correcting for selection biases, they report a 34% frequency of candidate planets per star, with 17% of stars hosting multiple planet candidates. Their second release (Batalha et al. 2013) , based on sixteen months of data, yielded another 1091 planet candidates whose properties are similar to the previously published ones. However, they found evidence that smaller planets are more prevalent, 91% of the new candidates had masses smaller than Neptune. The estimated fraction of stars with multiple planets had also increased from 17% to 20%. The higher abundance of smaller planets relative to more massive ones is also corroborated by the work of Cassan et al. (2012), who used 43 well sampled events extracted from six years of PLANET microlensing observations to place limits on the planetary abundance at distances of 0.5-10AU. They report that 17 For the analysis presented in this work, we consider 3084 microlensing events from the OGLE-III survey, covering the years 2003 to 2008, after removing light curves dominated by non-planetary binary lens features (∼ 2%), double sources(∼ 1.6%), contamination by variables or other types of unclassified variability (∼ 2%). We also exclude 25 events with clear finite source features that are incompatible with our simple PSPL model. We checked that the effects of ignoring finite source size for low magnification events are negligible, while the exclusion of a very small number of high magnification events only leads to a slight underestimation of the true detection efficiency (by ∼ 1 − 3%). For an extensive discussion of variable and repeating events in the OGLE EWS 9 during the period investigated here, see Skowron et al. (2007); Jaroszynski et al. (2004 Jaroszynski et al. ( , 2006 Jaroszynski et al. ( , 2010 The median cadence over all light curves in the sample, excluding gaps in the observations exceeding 30 days, is ∼1 observation per day, which offers good sensitivity to giant planets but only allows for weaker constraints to the presence of smaller-mass planets. Table 1 lists the annual breakdown of different types of variability announced by the OGLE EWS for the years considered. From left to right, the first column lists the year and subsequent columns list the number of i) binary lens candidate events where the less massive object is also of stellar mass, ii) events that can be attributed to double sources, iii) light curves of variable stars such as cataclysmic variables, iv) light curves that show more complex types of variability such as microlensing of a variable star or other uncommon non-repeating types of variability, and v) number of events with clear finite source effects. Finally, the last column displays the number of events 9 The OGLE Early Warning System announces microlensing events in progress. that are well fitted by a single point source, single point lens (PSPL) model.
The Optical Gravitational Lensing Experiment
Motivated by Paczynski (1986) and Griest (1991) , the OGLE survey started operations in 1992 with the aim of detecting microlensing events in the direction of the Galactic Bulge (Udalski et al. 1992) . After carefully monitoring millions of stars, the first microlensing event was detected in 1993 (Udalski et al. 1993 ) and new discoveries soon followed. The introduction of the Early Warning System (EWS) in 1994 (Udalski et al. 1994 ) allowed newly detected microlensing events to be publicly announced in real time and heralded the era of follow-up observing campaigns.
Constraints on the planet abundance based on an analysis of 145 OGLE-II events from the years 1998 to 2000 and, subsequently, from 321 events during the OGLE-III 2002 observing season have already been published (Tsapras et al. 2003; Snodgrass, Horne & Tsapras 2004) . Here, we consider data from the third stage of the project, OGLE-III, and for the observing seasons 2003 to 2008. The OGLE survey observes in a controlled fashion so we do not use data collected by follow-up observations in our light curve analysis since these were obtained by observers reacting to alerts in an unpredictable manner and including such data would introduce a bias in our estimate of the detection efficiency.
The datasets presented here are the latest photometric reductions of the OGLE-III images (Udalski et al. 2008 ). There are small differences with the photometry avalable on the EWS webpages which are mainly due to the use of different template images. We note that using either dataset for this analysis produces similar results.
Point-Source Point-Lens (PSPL) fitting
The light curve produced by the simplest case of microlensing, that involving a single point lens and a single point source, can be fully characterized by four parameters: the event timescale tE (i.e. the time to cross RE), the time of maximum magnification t0, the baseline (unmagnified) magnitude of the source star I0 and the source minimum impact parameter u0 10 i.e. the minimum source-lens separation, projected on the source plane, in units of RE.
The magnification at time t is
where
The projected lens-source separation on the lens plane may be obtained from the magnification at any time from
Accounting for blending
Light curves obtained from the photometric analysis of observations of crowded fields, such as the Galactic Bulge, are commonly affected by blended light coming from stars near the lens or from the lens itself (Han 1999) . Blended light is added to the observed baseline flux of a microlensing event and can lead to incorrect estimates for the maximum magnification, A0, and the event timescale, tE, if unaccounted for. Accounting for blending, the observed flux from the source star at time t becomes f (t) = fsA(t) + f b where fs and f b are the source and blend fluxes respectively and where A(t) is given by Equation 2. The observed magnification then becomes
10 Or, equivalently, the maximum magnification A 0 where b = f b /fs is the fifth parameter that we take into account. For microlensing light curves that are densely sampled with good photometric quality, blending can be well constrained by the fitting process. Alternatively, it is also possible to resolve the stars contributing to the blended light by use of adaptive optics on large telescopes or from space (Janczak et al. 2010; Bennett et al. 2006) . In cases where the light curve is not finely sampled, blending is only loosely constrained and the fitting algorithms can converge to local minima around the seed value for the blending parameter (Thomas & Griest 2006) .
To ensure that we converge on a reasonable value for the blending parameter, we perform a Bayesian blend analysis before the actual fits. We set up a grid of 51 blend values in log(b) and search for the best solution which we then use as a starting point for our subsequent fits. The grid is uniform in log(b) and ranges from -2 to 2.
Treatment of the error bars
In addition to these five parameters, we introduce a sixth; an additive flux error that readjusts the reported size of the error-bars. This parameter accounts for the observed scatter in the measurements of the unlensed flux 11 . The error bars associated with the flux measurements are si = √ σ0 2 + σi 2 where σ0 2 is the variance of an additive flux error and σi is the flux error bar corresponding to the originally reported magnitude error bar on the i th photometric measurement. A blind parameter search can sometimes converge towards unphysical solutions. Therefore we incorporate prior distributions on the parameter space 12 and perform a Bayesian parameter estimation similar to Kains et al. (2012) .
Using Bayes' theorem, we can write the posterior probability distribution over the model parameters φ as a function of the data D
where P (φ) is the prior probability distribution of the parameters and P (D|φ) is the likelihood function. The denominator ensures that P (φ|D) is normalized as a probability distribution over the parameters. We want to maximize the posterior probability of the model, P (φ|D). Assuming N data points with associated independent Gaussian errors si, we may now write the likelihood of our model parameters φ as
Taking into account the priors, we may write
The last term in Equation 8 is a contant that can be ignored during minimization. (Fig. 3-top  right) while the lighter histograms are generated using all events in the sample. The panel on the left shows the distribution of the baseline magnitude, I 0 , while the panel on the right shows the distribution of the source minimum impact parameter u 0 . The distribution of u 0 is more uniform for less blended events.
We perform initial PSPL fits to all microlensing light curves in our sample by adjusting these six parameters using a downhill simplex algorithm which minimizes Equation 8. Note that the sample includes five published events with known planetary anomalies 13 but the OGLE-III dataset alone is not sufficient for full characterization and the PSPL fits adequately describe the overall shape of the light curve. 
Fitting results
We fit a PSPL model to 3084 microlensing light curves which correspond to microlensing events that were detected by the OGLE-III survey and announced through their Early Warning System between the years 2003 and 2008. Selection criteria based on event light curve quality were applied (see section 3.3) and were satisfied by 2433 light curves. The sample is large enough that it allows us to explore the distributions of the most interesting parameters and the correlations between them.
The distribution of events in Galactic longitude and latitude is shown in Fig. 1 . Events with shorter timescales are identified by bluer hues and longer events are shown redder. The regions closer to the Galactic Centre are dominated by shorter events, whereas events with longer timescales are lo- cated predominantly in the outermost areas. For a comprehensive comparison of the timescale distribution of OGLE-III events with the most recent Galactic models we refer the interested reader to Wyrzykowski et al. (2015) .
In Fig. 2 (top right) we plot a histogram of the distribution of the maximum magnification for the sample of 2433 light curves. This parameter ranges from as low as 1.06 to values of above 1000 for a handful of events. In extreme cases the fits may begin converging towards very high magnification values due to sampling gaps around the peak and the occasional outlier. To safeguard against this, we impose a limit A0 ≤ 10 5 on the maximum magnification during the fitting process.
The top left panel of Fig. 2 shows the distribution of the event timescales, i.e. the time it takes for the source to traverse a distance equal to the Einstein ring radius of the lens. This peaks at ∼20 days with a tail of long event timescales, more than 100 days, that may be caused by more massive lenses or more distant lenses or closer sources.
In the bottom left panel of Fig. 2 we plot the distribution of the I-band baseline magnitude for our sample. This peaks at I0 ∼19, beyond which the sensitivity quickly drops unless the source star is highly magnified. The darker histogram corresponds to events that have a fitted blend fraction value b ≤0.1 (also see the top right panel in Fig. 3 ) whereas the lighter histogram is generated using all events in the sample. As expected, there is a larger number of fainter stars that are more highly blended.
Of particular interest is the distribution of the minimum impact parameter, u0, displayed in the bottom right panel of Fig. 2 . Events with a blend fraction b ≤0.1 are represented by the darker histogram, while the lighter histogram is produced from the entire sample. As pointed out by Shvartzvald & Maoz (2012) , the observed distribution is No. of events ∆χ 2 =25 ∆χ 2 =50 ∆χ 2 =100 Figure 4 . Distribution of the best ∆χ 2 (highest value in detection map) for the sample of 2433 light curves generated for a mass ratio q = mp/m * = 10 −3 . The detection maps are generated for three threshold values which are marked with the dotted (red), dot-dashed (green) and dashed (black) lines.
non-uniform, but that is merely a selection effect which favors the detection of faint, more blended, events when they are more highly magnified. The distribution of u0 is more uniform for less blended events, as expected. It is instructive to consider how the fitted baseline magnitude correlates with the maximum magnification A0. This is shown in the top left panel of Fig. 3 where selection effects are apparent. Fainter events are detected when they are more highly magnified.
The top right panel of Fig. 3 shows the fitted blend fraction versus the maximum magnification. The distribution shows two almost distinct populations, one peaking at b ∼ 10 −2 and another peaking at b ∼ 1. The less blended sources on the left side are less magnified than the more blended sources on the right. The less blended sources have lower peak magnifications (A0 ∼2) while more blended sources have A0 ∼5. One reason why this occurs is because the fitting process attempts to compensate for light curves with bad sampling at the peak and/or wings as well as single outliers at the peak by increasing the blend fraction and biasing the fitted magnification to higher values. As the blend fraction and magnification are correlated quantities, greater uncertainty in one translates to greater uncertainty in the other, so events with higher and more uncertain A0 values will also have higher and more uncertain b values.
The distribution of impact parameters as a function of the event timescales is shown in the bottom left panel of Fig. 3 . As in the bottom right panel of Fig. 2 , we see a preponderance of events with smaller impact parameters.
In Fig. 3 (bottom right) , we plot the blend fraction as a function of the baseline magnitude. The majority of events cluster around b ∼1 in agreement with the analysis presented in Smith et al. (2007) . 
SEARCH FOR LOW MASS COMPANIONS
∆χ 2 detection maps
For a given planet-to-star mass ratio q, we set up a fine grid of planet positions on the lens plane (x,y) and fit a static binary lens model to the data at each of those locations (Tsapras et al. 2003; Snodgrass, Horne & Tsapras 2004) . This grid search must be fine enough so that no viable models are missed and therefore we conservatively choose a step-size of √ q/4 for the grid. Using the binary lens evaluation at each grid position and the previous PSPL fit, we construct a ∆χ 2 = χ We define the detection zone as a region on the lens plane where a light curve anomaly is confirmed by the observations, that is, it exceeds a given ∆χ 2 threshold value. This threshold must be set high enough so that the rate of false detections is minimized but also low enough so that possible detections are not completely suppressed. We generate maps for three different ∆χ 2 T threshold values: 25, 50 and 100. The middle panels of Fig. 6 present two examples of such maps which were generated for a mass ratio of q = mp/m * = 10 −3 and a threshold ∆χ 2 T =100. The histogram displayed in Fig. 4 shows the distribution of the highest ∆χ 2 value, extracted from the detection map of each event, for the sample of 2433 light curves and the three threshold values.
Planet detection probability
For each event we calculate the planet detection probability for ten different mass ratios, 10 −2 to 10 −5 . The detection probability for a planet of mass ratio q at projected position (x, y) on the lens plane for a specific orbital radius α is given by P (det|α, q) = P (det|x, y, q)P (x, y|α)dxdy.
The first term in the integral above is
and it becomes significant when the planet located at position (x, y) happens to perturb one of the images of the source generated at the times of the observations corresponding to the data points of the event light curve. The second term, P (x, y|α), is obtained by assuming a circular orbit of radius α for the planet, drawing a random orientation for the orbital plane from a uniform distribution over the surface of a sphere, and projecting it on the lens plane at (x, y). This generates a radially symmetric distribution centered on the lens which increases as (d/α) 2 and peaks at d = α, beyond which the probability is 0. We may write this term as
This means that the detection probability given by equation (9) is the result of summing up the fraction of the time that a planet with an orbit of radius α spends inside the detection zones. A planet's presence is inferred by perturbations caused to one of the images of the source which appear around the Einstein ring of the lens. Consequently the strongest detection zones are also located around the Einstein ring and the highest detection probability is at α RE.
To illustrate the methodology we provide representative examples of two extreme event cases, namely OGLE-2008-BLG-183 and OGLE-2004-BLG-427 , whose light curves are shown in the top two panels of Fig. 6 . The associated detection zones are shown in the middle panels. In the case of OGLE-2008-BLG-183, the detection probability of a giant planet at ∼1RE is of the order of 30% (for a significance level of ∆χ 2 > 100), as shown in the bottom panels of the figure. For OGLE-2004-BLG-427 on the other hand, the detection probability in the same parameter range does not exceed 0.2%.
Assessment of the OGLE light curves
Treatment of the sample
Not all light curves are useful for our analysis. Our sample contains light curves that we cannot fit with sufficient accuracy and where the PSPL parameters are only loosely constrained. These need to be identified and removed from our sample. To that effect, we define and calculate the information content of each light curve and use this as our criterion for selection.
Following the classical approach introduced by (Fisher, R. A. 1935) , the information content is estimated from the sensitivity of the log-likelihood with respect to the event parameters. For an observation of likelihood L and an associated parameter vector pi, the Fisher matrix is defined as:
where the expected value is an ensemble mean over all possible light curve realizations given a fiducial model. It depends exclusively on sampling and reported uncertainties but not on the brightness measurements themselves. The reported uncertainties are subject to the Cramér-Rao bound
which rejects only those events that are theoretically insufficient for characterizing the light curve and includes the uncertainties and theoretical correlations of all parameters at the same time. The total information content of the Fisher matrix is determined for all observations by calculating the error volume in parameter space units which is the hypervolume of the multidimensional ellipsoid of the covariance matrix. By definition, this hyper-volume is proportional to the product of the eigenvectors of the covariance matrix. We set the selection threshold for retaining a light curve to log(error volume) < -12.5, which corresponds to the product of the median variances for each fitted parameter in our data set. Our results are plotted in Fig. 5 and our selection threshold, indicated by the dashed black line, leads to the rejection of 651 events as unsuitable for further analysis (negligible information content). This leaves 2433 light curves in our sample.
Referring back to the example event cases we presented at the end of section 3.2, OGLE-2008-BLG-183 is among the best 5% and survives the selection, whereas OGLE-2004-BLG-427 belongs to the worst 5% and gets rejected.
Noise properties of the data
It is commonly assumed that the reported uncertainties in the untreated data are normally distributed. We test this assumption by discarding data taken during the microlensing phase and fitting a constant flux to the baseline data for all events, after having converted magnitudes back to fluxes. Fig. 7 shows the resulting histogram distribution of the residuals. The tails of this distribution are broader than expected by a purely Gaussian distribution (red dot-dashed line) and a Kolmogorov-Smirnov test rejects this hypothesis. An empirical fit to the distribution is achieved using the sum of three Gaussians
fitted to log 10 (N d ) (where N d is the total number of data points at each σ bin) as indicated by the black dashed line on the plot. The values of the coefficients are given in table 2. Fig. 7 illustrates that the reported error-bars of the raw OGLE lightcurves do not represent the true photometric uncertainties. Since outlying data points might be due to genuine anomalies, we avoid rejecting them. However, in order to account for this underestimate of the true errors, all error-bars are rescaled during the fitting process as already described in section 2.5.2. -2008-BLG-183 and OGLE-2004-BLG-427 . The solid curve shows the best-fit PSPL model including blending whereas the dashed curve shows the unblended light curve. The normalized residuals are shown below the fitted light curves. Middle: The corresponding ∆χ 2 detection maps for these two events. The white zones mark regions where the presence of a planet of mass ratio (q = 10 −3 ) can be excluded at ∆χ 2 =100 given the data. Bottom: Detection probability at different orbital radii for a planet with mass ratio q = 10 −3 for these two events. The three horizontal lines at the edges of the plot mark the detection probability if planets are uniformly distributed across the range of the plot. From bottom to top, the curves are for threshold values ∆χ 2 > 100, 50, 25 respectively. No. of data points N points=2138384 N points=2138384
Distribution of residuals (line fit to baseline data) Figure 7 . Histogram of the distribution of the normalized residuals of straight line fits to the baseline data of every remaining event in the sample. The tails of the distribution are broader than expected from a purely Gaussian model (red dot-dashed line). The model that best fits the observed distribution is a combination of three Gaussians (black dashed line).
3.4 Estimating the survey sensitivity to planets Fig. 8 shows the expected number of detections plot 14 , obtained by summing up the detection probabilities over all stars i in the sample, for a specific value of the mass ratio, q, and at each value of the orbital radius α:
We have performed this calculation for ten values of the mass ratio, from q = 10 −2 to q = 10 −5 taking equal steps in log space and considering three different thresholds ∆χ 2 T = 25, 50, 100. If all stars have np planets of mass ratio q orbiting them at orbit radius α, then we expect < n d >= npP (α, q) detections (Tsapras et al. 2003; Snodgrass, Horne & Tsapras 2004) . From Fig. 8 , the highest value for the expected number of detections is obtained, as expected, for orbital radii close to the Einstein ring radius, α ≈ RE. The expected number of detections drops rapidly for planets that are located deeper inside the Einstein ring and for planets that are much further out. The expected number of detection remains significant from α ∼0.6 to ∼10 and decreases by a factor of ten for a factor of ten drop in the mass ratio, q. Fig. 8 presents our results in terms of companion-lens mass ratio q and companion-lens projected separation a in units of the Einstein ring radius of the lens. In order to convert 14 Note that this plot is almost identical whether we use the entire original sample of 3084 light curves or the cleaner sample of 2433. This is not surprising since the rejected light curves offer no sensitivity to planets and hence contribute virtually nothing to the final sum. Figure 8 . Expected number of detections as a function of orbital radius in units of R E based on the analysis of 2433 OGLE-III microlensing events. We assume that each star has a planet of the specified mass ratio q at each value of the orbital radius α. The graph presents the results for ten different mass ratios, q = 10 −2 (top curve) to 10 −5 (bottom curve), equidistant in log space. We only plot the values corresponding to our selected threshold of ∆χ 2 T = 100. our distribution from dimensionless units a and q to physical units α/AU and m⊕, we employ a Galactic Model. A detailed description of our model is beyond the scope of this paper, but we discuss below the basic assumptions leading to the log mL-log tE-log RE relation that we use for interpreting our results. For each set of Galactic longitude l and latitude b, corresponding to the location of each event in the Galactic Bulge, we use our Galactic Model to sample the distribution of relative distances, velocities and masses, assuming the distribution of lens masses follows the Chabrier (2005) initial mass function (IMF). Lens-source relative proper motions are dominated by velocity dispersion. The mass density of lenses in the Galaxy follows Dominik (2006) . This choice of parameters aims to reproduce the observed timescale distribution in units of tE. Fig. 9 compares the tE distribution with catalog simulations using the online form of the Besançon Galaxy model by Robin et al. (2003) . Our simple Galactic Model reproduces the timescale distribution slightly better, primarily because the stellar mass function of our model extends to masses in the brown dwarf range. This was achieved at the cost of neglecting the galaxy evolution scenarios of the Besançon model capable of reproducing Table 3 . We assume that each star has a planet of the specified mass at each value of the orbital radius α. Filled circles show the locations of previously published microlensing planets.
Using a Galactic Model
the observed number of microlensing events (Kerins, Robin, & Marshall 2009 ). Our Galactic Model can be approximated as a multivariate normal distribution for the logarithmic parameters lens mass, Einstein time and Einstein radius p = (log mL, log tE, log RE):
The parameters of this expression are summarized in Table 3 and used for all further conclusions. We proceed by convolving our distribution of expected number of detections with Eq. 16 and assume that each star has the same chance of hosting a planet and that each planet is uniformly distributed in mass and orbital separation.
The result of transforming the orbital radii from RE to AU and mass ratios q to planet masses in m⊕ for the Fig. 10 was generated using only OGLE-III survey data, our Galactic Model and the sensitivities derived from our PSPL fits.
SUMMARY
We arrived at an estimate of the planet detection efficiency of the OGLE-III survey from the analysis of an initial sample of 3084 light curves. After we assessed the quality of the data and removed events where the parameters were too loosely constrained, we retained 2433 light curves and used them to estimate the survey sensitivity to planets of different mass ratios at different separations from their host stars. To represent the resulting distribution in more sensible physical units, we employed a Galactic model to convert mass ratios q and projected separations α/RE to planet masses m⊕ and α/AU respectively. The survey sensivitity peaks at 1-4AU for low mass planets, shifting only slightly to larger separations for higher masses. This result is available as a downloadable fits image at http://robonet.lcogt.net/downloads/planet matrix.fits.
Previously published microlensing planet detections using a combination of survey and follow-up data with discovery dates in the 2003-2008 period feature primarily in the lower sensitivity area of Fig. 9 . This suggests that smaller planets are considerably more common than more massive ones. Our results can be used in conjunction with a careful reanalysis of planet candidate events in the OGLE-III survey to place constraints on the abundance of planets orbiting stars several kiloparsec away. A detailed derivation of the planetary mass function will follow in a future work. Shvartzvald et al. (2015) recently presented a statistical analysis of 224 events observed over four seasons by the OGLE, MOA and Wise microlensing surveys, where they found that 55 +34 −22 % of microlensing events host a planetary companion at or beyond the snow-line. This frequency is compatible with the one estimated by Cassan et al. (2012) , provided the distributions are scaled to the same range of physical units. They also find that Neptune-mass planets are ∼10 times more common than Jupiter-mass planets, consistent with what our results indicate.
